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Abstract—Social media continues to grow, and user interfaces may become more appealing if cultural characteristics are incorporated into their design.

Facebook was designed in the west, and the original language was English. Subsequently, the words in the user interface were translated to other languages, including Arabic.

Arabic words are written from right to left, and English is written from left to right. The translated version may misrepresent the original design and users’ preferences may be influenced by their culture, which should be considered in the user interface design.

Previous research indicates that users are more comfortable when interacting with a user interface, which relates to their own culture. Therefore, this paper, using a survey, investigates the preferences of Saudi Arabians on the Arabic version of the user interface of Facebook.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FACEBOOK brought about a revolution in online social networking, which was created in English in February 2004 [1]. In 2009, Facebook developers discovered most of its users came from outside the USA and they introduced 37 different languages to the interface [2] that included Arabic. This resulted in a considerable increase in the number of Saudi Arabian users reaching 7.8 million by 2013 [3]. Also it is now the fact that Saudi Arabia’s Facebook community is ranked the highest amongst the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries and they are the second highest in Middle Eastern and North African countries.

There are a number of factors that should be considered when translating the language of a user interface to prevent misunderstanding or possible confusion. Further, the English language is written from left to right, and the Arabic from right to left. Therefore, during translation, the layout and position of words within Facebook require careful consideration (for example position, layout, navigation preference and image used in icons).

Culture is another important aspect that should be considered when designing a user interface. To help users to interact better with the interface, the overall design should relate to their culture. It is essential that the necessary cultural characteristics be reflected in the interface design [4]. Understanding cultural differences and preferences should be strongly considered when designing an interface for users with a different culture [5]-[7].

Marcus [8] states that user interfaces have basic components, which are mapped on to the factors of the cultural dimensions. He concluded that this should be taken into consideration when developing a user according to different culture. Hofstede [9] proposed a study of five cross-cultural dimensions, which are most widely used in the design of user interfaces. He conducted a study on IBM employees from 70 different countries, over 40 years, including Saudi Arabia and America. In his results he came to the conclusion that Eastern culture including Saudi Arabia is different to the west [4].

The main objective of this paper is to explore the views of Saudi Arabian’s on the user interface of the Arabic version of Facebook. This is carried out by conducting a questionnaire-based survey of Saudi Arabians. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides discussions on social media and Facebook. Section III provides discussions on the cultural factors/dimensions and their impact on the design of the user interface. Section IV discusses the implementation of the survey and the outcome. Section V the conclusions.

II. SOCIAL MEDIA AND FACEBOOK

Social networking sites (SNS) have gained huge popularity over the past few decades and they have contributed to globalization by making communication easier and more effective. SNS serve multiple purposes, such as the sharing of ideas, events, news updates, activities and individual networks.

Facebook now has millions of users all over the world [10]. In 2013, Saudi Arabian Facebook users grew in number to approximately 6 million and they are ranked the largest group in the Middle East [11], whereas, users from the United States were 128 million [12].

III. CULTURE AND USER INTERFACE

User interfaces and culture are key aspects that need to be considered when producing a design to suit users internationally [13]. People feel more comfortable when interacting with user interfaces that suit their culture [14], [15].
Barber and Badre [16] suggested the term “Culturability” which is defined as merging culture and usability in an interface. It represents the relationship between the elements in the interface and human culture. Marcus and Gould [17] support the conclusions drawn by Barber and Badre [16], stating that in the future, user interface design will be more and more culture-centric. User interfaces have basic components, which can be mapped to cultural dimensions in order to develop a design that can meet the norms and trends of different cultures [18].

Researchers have explored a variety of cultural factors that impact the design of user interfaces such as icons, colours, symbols, and language, which are essential elements to be considered while designing a user interface [19]-[24]. Symbols and the language are essential elements to be considered while designing a user interface [19]-[24].

A. Cultural Dimension

Marcus [25], [26] states that user interfaces have basic components like metaphors, mental models, navigation, appearance, and interactions, which are mapped on to the culture dimensions. He concluded that this should be taken into consideration when developing the product according to different cultures. Evers and Day [27] have also emphasised the importance of cultural adaptation for the user interface.

Hofstede [4] argues that what might be acceptable in one culture might not be welcome in another. In his study, he defined five dimensions of cultures as the main causal factors of differences and he argued that cultures in the Middle East and Western states are found to be significantly different from each other. He used his argument based upon five dimensions 1) Power Distance 2) Individualism 3) Uncertainty Avoidance 4) Masculinity 5) Long Term Orientation. According to his research, Saudi Arabian culture scored high in power distance, uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity [28] and low on Individualism [29]. Whereas, the Western culture scored high in Individualism and low in Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance and Masculinity [28].

This means that based on his results, the Saudi Arabian culture is very different to Western culture. The key is not to create stereotypes; instead it is important that these differences are taken into account when designing user interfaces.

Table 1 provides a summary of related research, which adapted Hofstede’s proposed dimensions. It can be seen in the table that preferences of Middle Eastern people, including Saudi Arabians on the user interface, are different to those from the west [30].

In respect of the Facebook user interface, it is important to keep cultural aspects in mind while making design decisions to ensure better usability for different cultures. To explore this further, a survey of Saudi Arabian participants was conducted to help us understand their views of the existing Arabic version of Facebook user interface.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hofstede Dimension</th>
<th>Eastern Culture (including Saudi Arabia)</th>
<th>Western Culture</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Distance</td>
<td>Linear navigation, few links, minimize navigation possibilities; nonlinear</td>
<td>Data does not have to be structured</td>
<td>[17]-[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structured data</td>
<td>Many functionalities</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced choice of functionalities</td>
<td>Most information at interface level, hierarchy of information less deep</td>
<td>[17], [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little information at first level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism/Collectivism</td>
<td>Traditional colours and images</td>
<td>Use colours to encode information</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High image-to-text ratio</td>
<td>High text-to-image ratio</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High multimodality</td>
<td>Low multimodality</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colourful interface</td>
<td>Monotonously coloured interface</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty Avoidance</td>
<td>Organize information hierarchically</td>
<td>Most information at interface level, complex interfaces</td>
<td>[8], [37]-[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear navigation paths/show the position of the user</td>
<td>Non-linear navigation</td>
<td>[8], [32]-[33], [37], [40]-[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use redundant cues to reduce ambiguity</td>
<td>Code colours, typography and sound to maximize information</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td>Highly contrasting, bright colours</td>
<td>Little saturation, pastel colours</td>
<td>[31]-[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restrict navigation possibilities</td>
<td>Allow for exploration and different paths to navigate</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use encouraging words to communicate</td>
<td>Personal presentation of content and friendly communication with the user</td>
<td>[32], [43], [45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers have used Hofstede’s dimensions to observe different features of a user interface design and explored how cultures scoring high are different to cultures that score low on each dimension.

Table 1 provides a summary of related research, which adapted Hofstede’s proposed dimensions. It can be seen in the table that preferences of Middle Eastern people, including Saudi Arabians on the user interface, are different to those from the west [30].

In respect of the Facebook user interface, it is important to keep cultural aspects in mind while making design decisions to ensure better usability for different cultures. To explore this further, a survey of Saudi Arabian participants was conducted to help us understand their views of the existing Arabic version of Facebook user interface.

IV. Survey

A survey was conducted to explore the views of Saudi Arabian participants on the existing Arabic version of Facebook. The reason for this survey was to explore their opinions on what they “like” and “dislike” of the Arabic version of the Facebook user interface. The survey investigated the features that the users did not like. The survey was conducted by questionnaire 200 people participated, aged between 26 and 34. These were composed of:

- 100 Saudi Arabians, 50 male and 50 female, all living in Saudi Arabia.
• 100 Saudi Arabians, 50 male and 50 female, all living in the UK.

The two groups were chosen to ascertain whether living in the west could affect their views. The participants were active Facebook users who had used it at least once every day for more than 4 years. The survey was based on seventeen-structured questions that took approximately 15 minutes to complete.

The questionnaire was administered through an online social media site. Table II shows the elements of the user interface that were considered in the questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>FACEBOOK ELEMENTS THAT WERE EXPLORED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layout design (navigation, icon, colour, text and image)</td>
<td>Operating friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account settings</td>
<td>Statuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security settings</td>
<td>Communicating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline</td>
<td>Video and music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. Outcome

1. Differences between Views of the Participants

Comparing the views of the two groups, there were no major differences. This means that the cultural characteristics of those people who participated in the survey had not been affected by living in a Western country. Table III shows the views of both the groups on some of the questions, which provided high scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>OVERALL OBSERVATION OF FACEBOOK FEATURES FROM BOTH SAUDIS LIVING IN SAUDI AND SAUDIS LIVING IN UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Dislike Features</td>
<td>Saudis Living in Saudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic version of Facebook</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall navigation within the settings page</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images used in icons are hard to understand</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text used in the icons is irrelevant</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation issues from English to Arabic and its text position on the page</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Overall Results

The participants’ views of the Arabic version of the user interface were mixed. The two groups had similar views with regard to the Arabic version of the user interface. A number of issues which scored high by the participants, such as the overall design of the Arabic user interface, the images used for the icons, navigation, and translation are discussed below:

As it is shown in Fig. 1, 59% of the participants dislike the overall design of the Arabic version, which means that there are issues related to the design preferences, which may be incompatible with the Saudi Arabian culture.

![Fig. 1 Liking the Arabic layout of Facebook](image1)

Figs. 2 and 3 show that 73.5% of the participants have problems with the overall navigation process. Also, 71% disagree that the privacy settings is easy to follow.

![Fig. 2 Overall navigation design](image2)

![Fig. 3 Privacy settings are easy to follow](image3)
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate that 53% of the participants did not like the notification settings and 68% did not like the advertisement pages. They felt that the position of text on the settings and advertisement pages were confusing, hard to follow and navigating through them was difficult.

C. Overall Observation

To summarize, the participants have identified that navigation, icons and positioning have issues in the overall design of the Arabic version of the user interface. This confirms the views in the literature [28] that the preferences of the Saudi Arabians for the user interface are different to those with the Western culture. Table IV provides guidelines on aspects that should be considered when designing a user interface for Facebook to suit the Saudi Arabian culture.

TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current design of the Arabic user interface</th>
<th>How westerners prefer according to literature</th>
<th>What Saudi prefer according to literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are too many different ways to access different pages and navigation possibilities.</td>
<td>• Different ways to access and navigate through the page.</td>
<td>• Few links and minimize the navigation possibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The menus and pages are all listed at once in the first level (home page).</td>
<td>• More Complex interface.</td>
<td>• More organized information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The text used for the icons explains more than the images used for the icons.</td>
<td>• Different paths to navigate Most information at first level.</td>
<td>• Reduced choices of functionalities Little information at first level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Social media, such as Facebook, is continuing to grow significantly. The majority of users would be more satisfied if the user interfaces of social media relate to their cultures and it is important to keep cultural aspects in mind when designing it.

Facebook was designed in the West, and the user interface of its Arabic version has many deficiencies. A survey conducted to explore the views of Saudi Arabian users on the Arabic version of Facebook shows that many of them were not satisfied with aspects of the interface. It is vitally important that designers of user interfaces of social media pay particular attention to cultural differences. This is also confirmed by the work of many researchers, including Hofstede [4].
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